Gerbich reactivity in 4.1 (-) hereditary elliptocytosis and protein 4.1 level in blood group Gerbich deficiency.
The membrane polypeptide composition and the blood group Gerbich phenotype of red cells from 4.1 (-) hereditary elliptocytic patients and from Gerbich-negative donors, who display two unrelated genetic abnormalities, were compared. In homozygous 4.1 (-) hereditary elliptocytosis where the primary defect was presumably the absence of the membrane skeletal protein 4.1, there was approximatively a 70% reduction in the minor sialoglycoproteins beta and gamma. This was associated with a severe reduction of blood group Gerbich reactivity as determined with both murine monoclonal and human anti-Gerbich antibodies. In the heterozygous state in the presence of one haploid set of protein 4.1 gene there was only a modest decrease in glycoproteins beta and gamma and the Gerbich serological reactivity was within normal limits. In homozygous Gerbich-negative red cells which lack glycoproteins beta and gamma but do not display elliptocytic red cells, the levels of protein 4.1 was repeatedly found within or just below the lowest values of normal controls. In the heterozygous Gerbich-negative conditions, glycoproteins beta and gamma were present in reduced amounts but the blood group Gerbich reactivity fell within normal limits since the anti-Gerbich reagents used were unable to detect a dosage effect. The amount of protein 4.1 was normal. These results add further support to the view that protein 4.1 and the sialoglycoproteins beta and gamma are physically linked in vivo which in some way serve to maintain red cell shape and integrity. Of interest was the finding that absence of protein 4.1 had a greater influence on the level of membrane glycoproteins beta and gamma than did the absence of beta and gamma glycoproteins on band 4.1.